Diana Hayden measures Mini Homes as a major player
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After her second pregnancy and her involvement in a gamut of things and events, Mini Homes is the
latest feather in Diana Hayden’s cap. Real estate marketing company, Mini Homes is leading the way
when it comes to catering to its consumers in a most professional, unbiased and transparent fashion.
With a complete focus on the requirements and conveniences, the brand is handholding buye rs in a
most hassle-free and honest way.
Diana Hayden lists the USP’s of the investment advisory brand, “With greater insight into the
consumer’s interest, Mini Homes leverages the right mix of professionalism, values, creativity and
guidance. I bought an apartment through them where they valued my preferences. This helped
personalize my future communications with them. That you are always on the customer’s mind can
be the biggest endorsement for any company.”
Measuring the Mini Homes big, Ex-miss World Diana Hayden heaped more praises on it. “Mini Homes
is all about performance and trust. It is succeeding for its better solutions, better engagement,
honesty and sound advice," she said.
As a counsellor and therapist, Mini Homes is growing at a scorching pace in Indian real estate market.
Infact, it caters to a diverse and vast portfolios of clients both in India and other countries.With its
credibility and transparency, it manages and guides real estate portfolios of large business houses,
NRIs and celebrities.
Stating the reason on signing up with Mini Homes and nurturing the long-term relationship with Mr
Varun Bagla, CEO of the company, Diana emphasizes, “They tailor the approach they use and evaluate
the client’s needs. They understand that the client’s need vary widely. Everything is taken care of by
Mini Homes. I believe in them and love their values. Professionalism, integrity and the client’s need
are what they bring to the table first“

Diana’s message to the buyers, “This is a very insecure industry. Analyse the market scenario first and
then put your money sensibly. It should be for the problem solvers and not just for the sales people”
On talking about the personal touch to her own home she speaks, “I believe that I want all in my
abode. For example, my home is an eclectic mix of statement pieces from different countries. My
home reflects my persona of having-it-all. Similarly, Mini Homes gives what a consumer wants. It not
only offers you its own perspective but also takes your opinion into account. They are brilliant to
serve those needs”.
About Mini Homes
Mini Homes is an real estate investment advisory firm and an exclusive project marketing company.
It has its roots deeply embedded in real estate market with its team having more than two decades
of experience in the real estate sector. Mini Homes caters to a vast, diverse portfolio of clients both in
India and in other countries, giving special attention to client servicing which helps them build on long term relationships.
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